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The child is one of God's gifts to the surrogate parents. A gift that will be beautiful when treated with good 
condition. As well as a child, will be a gift for a progress in a country. A lot of the wrong child in the 
parental controls as well as an environment that makes it wrong to be a conduct that is sometimes beyond 
the nature of the good. So sometimes they become a child is wrong and violates the behavior ofpeople to 
behave well and true. Because they are the gifts that God deposited. The child law, not only guided but still 
get good surveillance. And this is where the role ofa rehabilitation is present. Rehabilitation for children of 
Problematic law, aimed atcontrolling and pembimbinga in terms of religious education, character, as well 
ascoaching in rehabilitation. Instead of a correctional facility is not in compliance withthe actual behavior 
and age like them. The troubled son of the law different fromadults, so it's basically making an act of 
criminal merke because factors where they haven't been thinking properly. It's just that they did so because 
of the desperate or the environment they are wrong.  
A building rehabilitation is one of the responsibilities of the Government of the importance of education 
against children, including children of Problematic law. The Government has the role of the law is not just 
putting the child at the correctional facility, but also how the Government is also accountable about the 
place that is able to educate them worked better. Because the law also have the right to learn and 
getinstruction in the right way. From the number of Data of the child law, East Java in the area with one of 
the number of cases of criminality in children that much, so it takesplace that is able to accomodate children 
of Problematic Law properly. And one of those places that can be used as a place of rehabilitation of the 
child law is in Lamongan.  
Lamongan is one of the areas with potential as a place of rehabilitation of the childlaw. With designated 
town of Lamongan as one worthy of Children in East Java. So the role of the Central Government and 
regions Lamongan is able to develop children'sRehab is good and appropriate. In addition the role theme 
"Sociallity Territory" willplay a role as a medium to create a rehabilitation center a good boy with the 
requirements are met. As well as the needs and activities of the Child Law are to be up and running in 
accordance with the education and the role of them later when it's out of the children's rehabilitation center.  
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